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Punishment
A punishment is the
imposition of an
undesirable or
unpleasant outcome
upon a group or
individual, meted out
by an authorityâ€”in
contexts ranging from

child discipline to criminal lawâ€”as a
response and deterrent to a particular action
or behaviour that is deemed undesirable or
unacceptable. The reasoning may be to
condition a child to avoid self-
endangerment, to impose social conformity,
to defend norms, to protect against future
harms, and to maintain the lawâ€”and
respect for rule of lawâ€”under which the
social group is governed. Punishment may
be self-inflicted as with self-flagellation and
mortification of the flesh in the religious
setting, but is most often a form of social

NOUN

pun·ish·ment
[ËˆpÉ™niSHmÉ™nt]

the infliction or imposition of a penalty as retribution for an offense.
"crime demands just punishment"
synonyms: penalizing · punishing · disciplining · retribution · damnation · chastising ·
chastisement

the penalty inflicted.
"she assisted her husband to escape punishment for the crime" · [more]
synonyms: penalty · discipline · correction · retribution · penance · sentence ·
reward · one's just deserts · medicine · the price · the rap · [more]

informal
rough treatment or handling inflicted on or suffered by a person or thing.
"your machine can take a fair amount of punishment before falling to pieces"
synonyms: battering · thrashing · beating · thumping · pounding · pummelling ·
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Punishment | Definition of Punishment by Merriam-
Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/punishment
The Latin word poena, meaning â€œpunishment,â€� gives us the root pen or pun. Words
from the Latin poena have something to do with punishments. A penalty is a punishment
for doing something wrong. Anything penal, such as a group of laws, explains
punishments for specific crimes.

Punishment | Define Punishment at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/punishment
punishment. the act of punishing. the fact of being punished, as for an offense or fault. a
penalty inflicted for an offense, fault, etc. severe handling or treatment.

Punishment - definition of punishment by The Free â€¦
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/punishment
In 1189, this form of chastisement received royal sanction in England. While it was never
ordained as a legal penalty in the United States, it nevertheless became a form of
punishment by the masses for a crime or misdoing which fell outside the realm of the law.
It retains frequent hyperbolic use.

Punishment - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Punishment
A punishment is the imposition of an undesirable or unpleasant outcome upon a group or
individual, meted out by an authorityâ€”in contexts ranging from child discipline to
criminal lawâ€”as a response and deterrent to a particular action or behaviour that is
deemed undesirable or unacceptable.

Definitions · Scope of application · Hell as punishment · History and rationale

punishment | Definition of punishment in English by â€¦
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/punishment
Definition of punishment - the infliction or imposition of a penalty as retribution for an
offence

punishment (noun) definition and synonyms | â€¦
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/punishment
Define punishment (noun) and get synonyms. What is punishment (noun)?
punishment (noun) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary

Criminal punishment legal definition of Criminal
punishment
https://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Criminal+punishment
Because the amendment did not define "cruel and unusual punishment," lawmakers and
courts have had to determine what punishments are cruel and unusual. Throughout the
nineteenth century, the Cruel and Unusual Punishment Clause was interpreted to prohibit
only torture and barbarous punishments.

Criminal punishment - definition of Criminal punishment
â€¦
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/Criminal+punishment
Criminal punishment synonyms, Criminal punishment pronunciation, Criminal
punishment translation, English dictionary definition of Criminal punishment. n. 1.

Punishment definition and meaning | Collins English
Dictionary
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/punishment
Punishment is the act of punishing someone or of being punished. ...a group which
campaigns against the physical punishment of children. [+ of] I have no doubt that the
man is guilty and that he deserves punishment.

Punish | Definition of Punish by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/punish
Punish definition is - to impose a penalty on for a fault, offense, or violation. ... The Latin
word poena, meaning â€œpunishment,â€� gives us the root pen or pun.

punishment Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/punishment

setting, but is most often a form of social
coercion.
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synonyms: battering · thrashing · beating · thumping · pounding · pummelling ·
hammering · buffeting · drubbing · walloping · bashing · [more]
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words that mean punishment

positive punishment definition

what is punishment

define punish

crime and punishment meaning

corporal punishment meaning

punishment synonym
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https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/punishment
punishment definition: 1. the act of punishing someone: 2. rough treatment: . Learn
more.
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